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Abstract. We give a new non-isospectral extension to 2 + 1 dimensions of the Boussinesq
hierarchy. Such a non-isospectral extension of the third-order scattering problemψxxx+Uψx+(V−
λ)ψ = 0 has not been considered previously. This extends our previous results on one-component
hierarchies in 2 + 1 dimensions associated to third-order non-isospectral scattering problems. We
characterize our entire(2 + 1)-dimensional hierarchy and its linear problem using a single partial
differential equation and its corresponding non-isospectral scattering problem. This then allows
an alternative approach to the construction of linear problems for the entire(2 + 1)-dimensional
hierarchy. Reductions of this hierarchy yield new integrable hierarchies of systems of ordinary
differential equations together with their underlying linear problems. In particular, we obtain a
‘fourth Painlev́e hierarchy’, i.e. a hierarchy of ordinary differential equations having the fourth
Painlev́e equation as its first member. We also obtain a hierarchy having as its first member a
generalization of an equation defining a new transcendent due to Cosgrove.

1. Introduction

Higher-dimensional extensions of completely integrable equations in 1 + 1 dimensions can be
obtained in various ways. Here we are interested in one particular kind of extension, namely
that to equations having non-isospectral scattering problems. The first such example appears
to be due to Calogero [1], and has as a special case the partial differential equation (PDE)

Ut = RUy (1)

whereR = ∂2
x + 4U + 2Ux∂−1

x is the recursion operator of the Korteweg–de Vries (KdV)
hierarchy [1, 2] (here∂x ≡ ∂/∂x and similarly in what follows for∂y). The application of the
inverse scattering transform to this equation has been discussed in [1, 3]. More recently, it has
been shown to admit ‘breaking soliton’ solutions [4].

Similar (2 + 1)-dimensional non-isospectral extensions of other well known PDEs have
also been given, for example, for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation [5–7], the classical
Boussinesq system [8] and the Fuchssteiner–Fokas–Camassa–Holm equation [9]. However, all
of these examples are based on second-order scattering problems. Recently, the present authors
have given non-isospectral extensions in 2 + 1 dimensions of one-component hierarchies of
PDEs associated to third-order (Sawada–Kotera and Kaup–Kupershmidt) scattering problems
[10]. Here we extend this work still further by constructing a non-isospectral variant of the
Boussinesq hierarchy in 2 + 1 dimensions. Again these results are new. Reductions of the
resulting two-component hierarchy of PDEs to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) then
give new hierarchies of integrable systems of ODEs together with their underlying linear
problems. These include a hierarchy of coupled ODEs which has as its first member a system
equivalent to the fourth Painlevé equationPIV ; that is, we obtain aPIV hierarchy. We also
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obtain a hierarchy of coupled ODEs which at lowest order gives a generalization of an ODE
due to Cosgrove [11].

The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we construct our(2 + 1)-dimensional
extension of the Boussinesq hierarchy together with the corresponding hierarchy of linear
problems. This construction is based on a characterization of the entire hierarchy and its
scattering problem using a single equation and its non-isospectral scattering problem. In
section 3 we discuss reductions of this hierarchy to one component, and show how this allows
us to recover our previous results. In section 4 we discuss reductions to systems of ODEs.
Section 5 is devoted to consideration of an explicit example. In section 6 we give a summary
and conclusions.

2. A non-isospectral Boussinesq hierarchy

Motivated by (1) and the work in [10], we begin by considering the(2+1)-dimensional system

Ut = RUτ +G (2)

whereU = (U, V )T ,R is the recursion operator of the Boussinesq hierarchy,G = (0, g)T , and
g is an arbitrary function oft andτ which is introduced by our non-isospectral condition (the
equation satisfied by the spectral parameter in the corresponding Lax pair). For an appropriate
choice of coordinates, the recursion operator of the Boussinesq hierarchy can be written as
[12–16]

R = J0J
−1
1 (3)

where the Hamiltonian operatorsJ0 andJ1 are defined by

J0 =

 2∂3
x + 2U∂x +Ux −∂4

x − ∂2
xU + 3∂xV − Vx

∂4
x +U∂2

x + 3V ∂x + Vx − 1
3

[
2∂5
x + 2(U∂3

x + ∂3
xU) + (U2 − 3Vx)∂x

+∂x(U2 − 3Vx)
]

 (4)

and

J1 = 3

(
0 ∂x

∂x 0

)
(5)

(here we follow the choice of coordinates used in [16]).
The system (2) has the Lax pair

ψxxx = −Uψx − (V − λ)ψ (6)

ψt = λψτ + 1
3

(
∂−1
x Uτ

)
ψxx + 1

3

(
∂−1
x Vτ − Uτ

)
ψx + 1

9

(
2U∂−1

x Uτ − 3Vτ + 2Uxτ
)
ψ (7)

where the spectral parameterλ = λ(τ, t) satisfies

λt = λλτ + g. (8)

The system (2) and the corresponding non-isospectral scattering problem (6)–(8) are new.
We now use the system (2) and its associated non-isospectral scattering problem to generate

our(2+1)-dimensional Boussinesq hierarchy and at the same time the corresponding hierarchy
of non-isospectral scattering problems. We do this by observing that, for suitably specified
flow timest andτ , equation (2) can be understood as representing a generic member of this
hierarchy and (6)–(8) its underlying scattering problem. We then use these equations to iterate
between both successive flows and their linear problems. We also iterate on the functionG.
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This provides an alternative approach to that of seeking expansions inλ for the coefficients
of the temporal part of the Lax pair (a technique originally proposed in [17]). As the starting
point for this iteration (i.e. as the base equation) we take the system

Ut1 = RUy + aJ0

(
0
1

)
+RG0 +G1. (9)

When performing our iteration eachGi = (0, gi)T , a andλ are considered to be functions of
all possible flow timestj andy, but not ofx.

The reason for making this choice of base equation is in order that reductions to 1 + 1
dimensions will include both sequences (see [13, 15, 16]) of the Boussinesq hierarchy. These
two sequences, with flow timesτm,m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are defined as

Uτm = J0Mm[U ] Mm+2[U ] = J−1
1 J0Mm[U ] (10)

whereM0[U ] = (1, 0)T andM1[U ] = (0, 1)T . We see that the second term on the right-hand
side of (9) is a copy of theτ1 flow, and it is this that will allow us to include reductions to the
second (τodd) sequence of the Boussinesq hierarchy. Thisτ1 flow can be written as a scalar
equation, and is of course the Boussinesq equation itself,

Uτ1τ1 = − 1
3(Uxx + 2U2)xx. (11)

The system (9) can be written locally by settingU = ux , V = vx ,
uxt1 = 1

3[2vxxxy − uxxxxy − uxuxxy − uyuxxx + 2uxvxy − 2uxxuxy + 3vxuxy

+2uyvxx + vyuxx ] + a[2vxx − uxxx ] + 1
3g0[2ux + xuxx ] (12)

vxt1 = 1
9[3vxxxxy − 2uxxxxxy − 2uyuxxxx − 4uxuxxxy + 3uxvxxy − 6uxxuxxy

−6uxyuxxx + 3uyvxxx − 2u2
xuxy + 9vxvxy + 3vyvxx + 6vxxuxy − 2uxuyuxx ]

− 1
3a[2uxxxx + 2uxuxx − 3vxxx ] + 1

3g0[3vx + xvxx ] + g1. (13)

This system has the Lax pair

ψxxx = −uxψx − (vx − λ)ψ (14)

ψt1 = λψy + 1
3(uy + 3a)ψxx + 1

3(vy − uxy + g0x)ψx

+1
9[(2uxuy − 3vxy + 2uxxy) + 6aux − 3g0]ψ (15)

where the spectral parameterλ satisfies the constraint

λt1 = λλy + λg0 + g1. (16)

In order to use (2) to iterate between successive flows of our hierarchy, and their
corresponding scattering problems, we begin by writing a generic member of this(2 + 1)-
dimensional hierarchy as

Utn =Kn (17)

and the corresponding generic evolution equations for the eigenfunctionψ and the spectral
parameterλ as

ψtn = 0nψy +Qnψxx + (Pn −Qn,x)ψx + 1
3(2UQn − 3Pn,x + 2Qn,xx)ψ (18)

λtn = 3n. (19)
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In equation (18) we follow the notation used in [16], although the form of (18) can clearly be
motivated by that of (7). We then obtain from (2), (7) and (8) the recursion relations

Kn = RKn−1 +Gn (20)

0n = λ0n−1 (21)

3n = λ3n−1 + gn (22)

Pn = λPn−1 + J−1
1 Kn−1 (23)

wherePn = (Pn,Qn)
T andGn = (0, gn)T . These recursion relations, together with the

base equation (9) and its scattering problem and corresponding constraint onλ, then yield the
hierarchy of evolution equations

Utn =Kn = RnUy + aRn−1J0M1[U ] +
n∑
i=0

Rn−iGi (24)

and corresponding hierarchy of spectral problems

ψxxx = −Uψx − (V − λ)ψ (25)

ψt = λnψy +Qnψxx + (Pn −Qn,x)ψx + 1
3(2UQn − 3Pn,x + 2Qn,xx)ψ. (26)

HerePn = (Pn,Qn)
T is given by

Pn =
(

0
a

)
λn−1 + J−1

1

n−1∑
i=0

λn−i−1Ki (27)

where we have setK0 = Uy +G0, andλ satisfies

λtn = λnλy +
n∑
i=0

λn−igi . (28)

This hierarchy of evolution equations (24) in 2 + 1 dimensions is new. The first term on the
right-hand side of (24) represents a non-isospectral extension to 2 + 1 dimensions of the first
sequence (τeven) of the Boussinesq hierarchy (10). Such an extension has not been considered
before. The second term is the(1 + 1)-dimensional sequence which includes the Boussinesq
equation itself. The third term represents a non-isospectral deformation which gives rise to
non-autonomous terms, which forn > 2 are in the general case non-local. We note that
allowingτ in (2) to be a vector would allow us to obtain linear combinations of the flows (24).

Reductions of the system (24) to PDEs in 1 + 1 dimensions include the non-isospectral
deformations of standard Boussinesq flows considered in [15] (∂y = ∂x), and also reductions to
non-isospectral deformations of inverse Boussinesq flows (∂tn = 0). We note that a discussion
of non-isospectral scattering in 1 + 1 dimensions can also be found in [18].

3. Reductions in components

The hierarchy (24) is a two-component hierarchy of PDEs in 2 + 1 dimensions. We now
consider reductions of this hierarchy to scalar equations. We find that the even flows
n = 2m of this hierarchy admit both of the standard reductions(U, V ) = (2W,Wx) and
(U, V ) = (W/2, 0) of the third-order scattering operator (6). These reductions then yield the
hierarchies of one-component equations in 2 + 1 dimensions—non-isospectral extensions of
the Kaup–Kupershmidt and Sawada–Kotera hierarchies, respectively—obtained in [10]. The
odd flowsn = 2m−1 of (24) also admits the reduction(U, V ) = (2W,Wx), which then gives
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a hierarchy of scalar PDEs in 1 + 1 dimensions. This scalar hierarchy can also be found in
[10].

In order to show the above we consider the form of the square of the recursion operator
R in each of these two reductions. In the case(U, V ) = (2W,Wx) we find

R2 =
(

− 1
27R̂ 0

1
54∂x(K[W ]θ [W ] − θ [W ]K[W ]) − 1

27∂xK[W ]θ [W ]∂−1
x

)
(29)

where

θ [W ] = ∂3
x +W∂x + ∂xW (30)

K[W ] = ∂−1
x

[
∂5
x + 3

(
∂xW∂

2
x + ∂2

xW∂x
)

+ 2
(
∂3
xW +W∂3

x

)
+ 8
(
∂xW

2 +W 2∂x
)]
∂−1
x (31)

andR̂ = θ [W ]K[W ] is the recursion operator of the Kaup–Kupershmidt hierarchy [19, 20]. In
the case(U, V ) = (W/2, 0)we find that the square of the recursion operator of the Boussinesq
hierarchy is of the form

R2 =
(
− 1

27R̃ •
0 •

)
(32)

whereR̃ is the recursion operator of the Sawada–Kotera hierarchy [19, 20].
It follows that if for each of the above reductions we consider the even flowsn = 2m of

the hierarchy (24) with allg2k = 0, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m, and also rescale∂t2m →
(− 1

27

)m
∂t2m ,

we obtain

Wt2m = R̂mWy + 3aR̂m−1θ [W ](Wxx + 4W 2)−
m∑
i=1

qiR̂m−iθ [W ] x (33)

and

Wt2m = R̃mWy + 3aR̃m−1θ [W ]
(
Wxx + 1

4W
2
)− m∑

i=1

qiR̃m−iθ [W ] x (34)

respectively, whereqi = − 1
3(−27)ig2i−1. These are the one-component(2 + 1)-dimensional

hierarchies presented in [10]. For the special case of the second sequence of the standard
autonomous(1 + 1)-dimensional Boussinesq hierarchy (∂y = 0 and allgi = 0 in (24)) these
results can be found in [14].

We now consider the odd flowsn = 2m − 1 of (24) in the case where∂tn = 0 and
g2k = 0, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m − 1, and make the reduction(U, V ) = (2W,Wx), again setting
qi = − 1

3(−27)ig2i−1. Since forn = 1 in (24) this obtains

0= RUy + aJ0M1[U ] + G1 =
(
0, ∂xK[W ]Wy + 3a∂x(Wxx + 4W 2)− q1

)T
(35)

we then find, using (29), that the hierarchy (24) reduces to

∂x(K[W ]θ [W ])m−1K[W ]Wy + 3a∂x(K[W ]θ [W ])m−1(Wxx + 4W 2)

−∂x
m∑
i=1

qi
(
K[W ]θ [W ]

)m−i
x = 0. (36)

This one-component hierarchy in 1 + 1 dimensions can also be found in [10].
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4. Reductions to systems of ODEs

We now consider reductions of the hierarchy (24) to systems of ODEs. We take∂tn = 0 and
∂y = α∂x , for some constantα, which then yields

αRnUx + aRn−1J0M1[U ] +
n∑
i=0

Rn−iGi = 0 (37)

wherea and allgi are now constant parameters. Settinga = 0 obtains non-autonomous
extensions of the stationary flows of the first sequence (τeven) of the Boussinesq hierarchy;
settingα = 0 gives non-autonomous extensions of the stationary flows of the second sequence
(τodd) of the Boussinesq hierarchy. Here for reasons of convenience we consider both of
these together. Further generalizations of (37) are readily obtained by adding lower-order
Boussinesq flows. Following the approach in [21] we are able to use our non-isospectral
scattering problems to obtain linear problems for the hierarchy of ODEs (37). Thus we obtain

ψxxx = −Uψx − (V − λ)ψ (38)( n∑
i=0

λn−igi

)
ψλ = Qnψxx + (αλn + Pn −Qn,x)ψx + 1

3(2UQn − 3Pn,x + 2Qn,xx)ψ (39)

where we assume that not allgi are zero. HerePn = (Pn,Qn)
T is given by (27) where now

Ki = αRiUx + aRi−1J0M1[U ] +
i∑

j=0

Ri−jGj (40)

andK0 = αUx +G0.
In the local casegi = 0, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 2, the hierarchy (37) reads

αRnUx + aRn−1J0M1[U ] + 1
3gn−1

(
2U + xUx

3V + xVx

)
+ gn

(
0

1

)
(41)

where we now assume that at least one ofgn, gn−1 is non-zero†. We note that in the current
work we do not address the question of the order of the irreducible system equivalent to (41);
for example, in the casen = 1 with α = 0, this system is fourth order but is in fact equivalent
to the fourth Painlev́e equationPIV , which is of course second order (see section 5 and [22] for
details). Any integrations of the system (41) can be used (if we so wish) to eliminate higher-
order derivatives ofU andV in the above linear problem. Similarly for the corresponding
matrix linear problem, which given the above scalar linear problem we can easily write down.

Whengn = 0 the hierarchy (41) is a similarity reduction of sums of Boussinesq flows:
whena = 0 it is the reduction of the first Boussinesq sequence under

U = P(X)

[(3n + 1)γ tn]2/(3n+1)

V = Q(X)

[(3n + 1)γ tn]3/(3n+1)

X = x

[(3n + 1)γ tn]1/(3n+1)

(42)

† Note that if we had takenUt3 = RUy + Rg0 + g1 as the base equation for the non-isospectral KdV hierarchy
discussed in [10], then this hierarchy would have readUt2n+1 = RnUy +

∑n
i=0Rn−igi , and in the local casegi = 0,

i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 2, of our reductions to ODEs we would have obtainedRnUx + gn−1(4U + 2xUx) + gn = 0 for all
n > 0, i.e. the same structure as (41), with one sequence.
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and forα = 0 it is the reduction of the second Boussinesq sequence under

U = P(X)

[(3n− 1)γ tn]2/(3n−1)

V = Q(X)

[(3n− 1)γ tn]3/(3n−1)

X = x

[(3n− 1)γ tn]1/(3n−1)

(43)

where in each caseγ = gn−1/3.
Whengn−1 = 0 each component of the hierarchy (41) is easily integrated to obtain a

system with two constants of integration. We can then give a matrix Lax pair with compatibility
condition this integrated system. Our assumption in this case thatgn 6= 0 allows us to remove
one constant of integration, if we so wish.

Thus far we have been insisting that not allgi vanish. If, however, we take allgi = 0
we can, following [23], use the linear system (38) and (39)—or equivalently the above-
mentioned matrix linear problem—to obtain first integrals of this integrated version of (41)
(with gn = gn−1 = 0). This is done in the next section for the casen = 1.

The two-component hierarchy of ODEs (37) admits the same reductions to scalar
hierarchies as obtained in the previous section for our(2+1)-dimensional Boussinesq hierarchy.
That is, the even flowsn = 2m of (37) admit both of the reductions(U, V ) = (2W,Wx)

and(U, V ) = (W/2, 0) to the corresponding ODE reductions of (33) and (34), which are,
respectively,

αR̂mWx + 3aR̂m−1θ [W ](Wxx + 4W 2)−
m∑
i=1

qiR̂m−iθ [W ] x = 0 (44)

and

αR̃mWx + 3aR̃m−1θ [W ]
(
Wxx + 1

4W
2
)− m∑

i=1

qiR̃m−iθ [W ] x = 0. (45)

The odd flowsn = 2m−1 of (37) allow the reduction(U, V ) = (2W,Wx) to the corresponding
ODE reduction of (36), i.e.

α∂xH2m[W ] + 3a∂xH2m−1[W ] − ∂x
m∑
i=1

qi(K[W ]θ [W ])m−ix = 0 (46)

whereHm[W ] are defined by the recursion relationsHm+2[W ] = K[W ]θ [W ]Hm[W ], and
H0[W ] = 1,H1[W ] = Wxx + 4W 2 [19, 20]. These one-component hierarchies of ODEs (44),
(45) and (46) can be found in [10].

5. Example: the casen = 1

Here we consider in more detail the casen = 1 of the above hierarchies of PDEs and
ODEs. The casen = 1 of our (2 + 1)-dimensional Boussinesq hierarchy (24) is given by
equations (12) and (13) (withU = ux ,V = vx). This admits the reduction(U, V ) = (2W,Wx)

((u, v) = (2w,wx)) to the scalar equation∂xK[W ]Wy + 3a∂xH1[W ] − q1. This is the case
m = 1 of the hierarchy (36), and is written locally as

0= wxxxxxy + 10wxxxywx + 2wxxxxwy + 15wxxywxx + 9wxxxwxy + 16wxyw
2
x + 16wxxwxwy

+3a
(
wxxxx + 8wxwxx

)− q1. (47)
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This subequation of an inverse Boussinesq flow can also be obtained as a subequation of
an inverse Kaup–Kupershmidt flow [10], but does not seem to have been considered in the
literature prior to the work of the current authors. We note that the functiona can always be
removed from (12), (13) and (47) by a simple shift. A Bäcklund transformation for (47) is
given in [24].

The casen = 1 of the hierarchy (37), obtained as a reduction of (24), isαRUx+aJ0M1[U ]+
RG0 +G1 = 0, i.e.
1
3α
(
2Vxx − Uxxx + 4VU − 2UUx

)
x

+ a
(
2V − Ux

)
x

+ 1
3g0

(
2U + xUx

) = 0 (48)

1
3α
(
Vxxx − 2

3Uxxxx − 2UUxx + 2UVx − U2
x + 2V 2 − 4

9U
3
)
x

− 1
3a
(
2Uxx − 3Vx +U2

)
x

+ 1
3g0

(
3V + xVx

)
+ g1 = 0. (49)

For this system we obtain a linear problem withψλ given by

(λg0 + g1)ψλ = 1
3

(
αU + 3a

)
ψxx + 1

3

[
α
(
V − Ux + 3λ

)
+ g0x

]
ψx

+1
9

[
α
(
2Uxx + 2U2 − 3Vx

)
+ 6aU − 3g0

]
ψ (50)

where we assume that at least one ofg0, g1 is non-zero. Takinga = 0 then gives the first
member of a hierarchy of systems of ODEs obtained as non-autonomous extensions of the
stationary flows of the first Boussinesq sequence. Takingα = 0 gives the first member of a
hierarchy of systems of ODEs obtained as non-autonomous extensions of the stationary flows
of the second Boussinesq sequence.

For α = 0 the above system is therefore a non-autonomous extension of the stationary
flow of the Boussinesq system itself. In the caseg0 6= 0 elimination ofV gives (assuming
a 6= 0) a fourth-order ODE forU ,

a2
(
Uxx + 2U2

)
xx

+ 1
3g

3
0

(
x2Uxx + 7xUx + 8U

) = 0 (51)

which can be obtained from the Boussinesq system under the similarity reduction (43) and is
equivalent to the fourth Painlevé equationPIV [22]. (Note that for this case of the system (48)
and (49) we can always setg1 = 0 by a simple shift onV .) We note thatPIV does of course
have a well known second-order linear problem [25–27]. However, here it appears at the base
of a hierarchy of systems of ODEs for which we are able to give third-order linear problems.
This hierarchy (i.e. (41) withα = 0, to which we can readily add lower-order Boussinesq
flows) can then be referred to as aPIV hierarchy. In the caseα = 0 of (48) and (49) having
g0 = 0, elimination ofV gives the first Painlev́e equationPI (since we then assumeg1 6= 0).
Once again this equation has a well known second-order linear problem [25–27].

Forα 6= 0 the system (48) and (49) is the first member of a hierarchy of systems of ODEs
having third-order linear problems related to the first Boussinesq sequence. This hierarchy
is (41) witha = 0. However, since we can always add lower-order Boussinesq flows to this
hierarchy, in what follows we include the parametera in our consideration of (48) and (49). As
we shall see later, this system includes as a special case an ODE defining a new transcendent
due to Cosgrove [11]. Thus our hierarchy is, in fact, based on a generalization of Cosgrove’s
equation.

Cosgrove’s equation can be obtained from the special caseg0 = 0 and so, for reasons of
simplicity, we take this restriction in the discussion of (48) and (49) we give here. In this case
the system (48) and (49) is equivalent to

0= α(2Vxx − Uxxx + 4VU − 2UUx
)

+ 3a
(
2V − Ux

)− 3C (52)

0= α(Vxxx + 2UUxx + 2UVx − U2
x + 8UxV − 6V 2 + 4

3U
3
)

+ 3a
(
Vx +U2

)− 9g1x + 9D

(53)
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whereC andD are two constants of integration, and where we assumeg1 6= 0. This system
has the matrix linear problem

Ψx =

 0 1 0

− 1
2U 0 1

V − 1
2Ux − λ − 1

2U 0

Ψ (54)

9g1Ψλ =



α
(
Uxx − 3Vx − 1

2U
2
)

3α
(
V + 3λ

) −3(αU + 3a)

− 3
2aU

−α[Vxx + 3
2UUx α

(
Uxx +U2

)
+ 3aU 3α

[
3λ + V − Ux

]
+1

2UV + 3
2λU

]
+3a

(
3λ− V )− 3C

α
[

1
2UUxx − U2

x α
[
Vxx + 7

2UV − 3
2λU

]
α
[
3Vx − 2Uxx

+3VUx − 3V 2 + 7
12U

3 −6C + 3a
(
3λ + V

) − 1
2U

2
]− 3

2aU

+3λ(2V − Ux)− 9λ2
]

+3
4aU

2 − 9g1x + 9D



Ψ.

(55)

Note that takingα = 0 yields the above-mentioned reduction of (48) and (49) toPI .
Our assumption thus far thatg1 6= 0 allows us to setD = 0 in the system (52) and (53),

and in the above matrix linear problem, if we so wish. If we now, however, takeg1 = 0, we
can then use this matrix linear problem to obtain first integrals of the resulting autonomous
version of (52) and (53). Taking the determinant of the matrix in (55) (withg1 = 0) yields a
quartic inλ of the form

Det= −α3λ4 + (α2D − a3)λ2 +Aλ +B. (56)

HereA andB are two constants of motion of the system (52) and (53) withg1 = 0. We find
that

A = ( 1
3α
)3[

2VxVxx − UxxVxx − 2UUxUxx + 2UUxVx + 4UVVx +U3
x

−4U2
x V + 6UxV

2 − 4
3U

3Ux − 4V 3 + 8
3U

3V
]

+
(

1
3α
)2[

3D(2V − Ux)
−C(Vx +U2) + a

(
2VVx − UxVx − U2Ux + 2U2V

)]
+ a2C. (57)

The expression forB, which is too long to reproduce here, is of degree three inUxx and two
in Vxx .

Under the reduction(U, V ) = (2W,Wx), withC = 0 (since we integrated equations (48)
and (49), withg0 = 0), and withg1 = q1/9, the system (52) and (53) reduces to the single
ODE

α
(
Wxxxx + 12WWxx + 6W 2

x + 32
3 W

3
)

+ 3a
(
Wxx + 4W 2

)− q1x + 9D = 0. (58)

This ODE is equivalent to an ODE found by Cosgrove using Painlevé classification [11], and
which is thought to define a new transcendent. The above matrix linear problem (54) and
(55) then reduces to the matrix linear problem for this ODE given in [10] (see also [24]). In
the caseq1 = 0 we find that for this reduction the above expression forA vanishes, and the
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expression forB then gives a first integral for (58) (withq1 = 0) of degree two inWxxx . This
is presumably equivalent (modulo an additional simple first integral) to that given in [11].

We note that it is possible to eliminateV from the system (52) and (53) to obtain a sixth-
order ODE inU of degree two, which also has of course solutions given in terms of solutions
of (58). We also note that this system (52) and (53) arises here as the (integrated) stationary
flow of an integrable evolution equation (similarly its generalization (48) and (49)), although
the reduction (58) does not appear to do so.

6. Conclusions

Non-isospectral extensions to 2 + 1 dimensions of the third-order scattering problemψxxx +
Uψx+(V−λ)ψ = 0 have not been considered in the literature before. Here we have given such
an extension. This then allows the construction of a new integrable variant of the Boussinesq
hierarchy in 2 + 1 dimensions, together with its corresponding hierarchy of underlying linear
problems. This extends our previous work on non-isospectral extensions of the Sawada–
Kotera and Kaup–Kupershmidt hierarchies. Reductions of this non-isospectral Boussinesq
hierarchy to lower dimensions then include non-autonomous extensions of Boussinesq and
inverse Boussinesq flows, and also new hierarchies of systems of ODEs, all together with
their underlying linear problems. In the general case these hierarchies of PDEs and ODEs are
non-local. In the local case we have identified one hierarchy of ODEs as aPIV hierarchy, and
another as being based on a generalization of Cosgrove’s equation. It is this generalization of
Cosgrove’s equation, i.e. (52) and (53), which has in turn the further generalization (48) and
(49), which is the simplest of our new examples.
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